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Background:
Since ever, established firms have to — and want to — collaborate with Start-ups. However, these days, such
kinds of collaboration are seen as a key ingredient for successful corporate innovation management. Hence,
collaboration between these players is at a new level, since the digitization process has triggered a broader
transformation phenomenon across several industries (Loebbecke and Picot, 2015; Butschan et al., 2018).
The digital transformation opens market entry windows for Start-Ups. With digital technologies it became
much easier to develop, test and launch new products (Nambisan, 2016). Potentially, entrepreneurs can
reach millions of customers just through a mouse click, for e.g., on Amazon and Ebay. However, many StartUps still struggle to gain market access and traction. Hence, the attractiveness of the option to collaborate
with established companies to overcome innovation diffusion challenges (Autio et al., 2018). But how Startups can and should work with established companies is not well researched yet (Hogenhuis, Van den Hende
and Hultink, 2017). This is a key question, since such collaborations could jeopardize the Start-ups future, for
e.g., through unwanted knowledge or personnel transfer to the established player/s (Gans, Scott and Stern,
2018). Hence, the question arises when and how Start-ups should collaborate — and when it is better to work
"under the radar" of such companies.
On the other end, the current wave of this digital transformation puts pressure on established firms to
identify and exploit new innovation opportunities. The challenge is to not only add a digital touch to current
innovation practices or products, but to fully exploit its transformative potential (Teece, 2018). The
incumbent's internal challenges to respond to digital innovation opportunities has resulted in an often
unwelcomed group of digital intermediaries (from Amazon to AirBnB, Uber, or Netflix) that create and/or
capture value from existing or new product and services (Kyprianou, 2018). New innovations are not only
coming from the established competitors, but also from lead users who become user innovators and
entrepreneurs (Brem, Bilgram and Marchuk, 2017; Schweisfurth, 2017). A possible solution for established
firms is to further invest in cooperation and collaboration with Start-Ups, for e.g., through Business Incubators
(Kreusel, Roth and Brem, 2018). The goal is to be engaged in the construction of the new entrepreneurial
ecosystems (Drori and Wright, 2018) and to learn how to create products in these environments and stay
relevant in a changing environment.
This is not an isolated problem in the information technologies or media industry. As the digital transformation
permeates new industries, the pressure on established firms (for example, large industrial players) to identify
new digital business models increases (Richter et al., 2017). At the same time, new entrants (Start-Ups)
interested in exploring and exploiting digital technologies applications (Giones and Brem, 2017) are eager to
partner with firms that can contribute to build their legitimacy and accelerate their growth (Colombo, Grilli and
Piva, 2006; Bjornali, Giones and Billstr?m, 2017). The consequences of such collaborations can go from
accelerating a new technology commercialization to triggering the emergence process of a completely new
industry (Perks, Gruber and Edvardsson, 2012; Alvarez, Young and Woolley, 2015).
Therefore, a broader question arises: what do we know on the collaboration processes between Start-ups and
established firms? How do these collaborations impact on the new products' innovation (of the Start-up or
established firm)? To what extent do such dynamics influence firm growth? How do they contribute to new
industries' emergence?
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Subject coverage:
This special issue encourages conceptual and empirical work on the corporate-start-ups relationship in the
context of digital transformation. Interdisciplinary research that connects technology innovation management
and entrepreneurship are particularly welcomed.
Suggested topics for this special issue include:
The impact of standards, dominant designs, and platforms in the corporate-start-ups collaborations:
• How do standards and dominant designs foster or constrain innovation between corporate and startups in an industry?
• How do digital platforms impact on the innovation dynamics of incumbents and new entrants?
Exploring the knowledge and geography aspects of corporate-start-up collaborations:
• To what extent does technological knowledge or industry application determine the geographical
location of corporate-start-ups collaborations?
• How do established players attract and retain start-ups to explore and exploit digital innovation
opportunities?
Explore the new processes, organizational structures and designs to respond to the corporate-start-ups
relationships:
• In the context of firm-sponsored incubation programs or corporate accelerators, what are the longterm effects for the incumbent and for the participating start-ups?
• What type of innovation ecosystem arrangements spur and support corporate and start-ups
relationships? What new roles do academic and public institutions need to take in the context of the
digital transformation to support such collaborations?
Exploring modes of collaboration and protection in corporate-start-ups-relationships:
• How do business models look like when both the established company and the Start-up should profit
alike?
• What modes new or existent can help to organize Intellectual Property Rights, e.g. with using licenses
or trademarks?
Notes for prospective authors:
• Please submit papers via the online submission system: https://www.editorialmanager.com/wspcijim/default.aspx
• Login or Register, and go to "Submit New Manuscript". Under the "Select Article Type", please choose
Special Issue Paper. Once you have uploaded your paper and have reached the "Section/Category"
page, please select: Special Issue > When David meets Goliath: Start-ups and incumbents
collaboration in digital times
• Submitted papers must not have been previously published or be currently under consideration for
publication elsewhere.
• All papers will be refereed by an international Special Issue Editorial Board through a double-blind peer
review process.
• A guide for authors, sample copies and other relevant information is available
at: https://www.worldscientific.com/page/ijim/submission-guidelines
In addition, selected articles will be invited to be published in a book published by World Scientific.
Important Dates
Submission of manuscripts: January 1, 2020
Notification to authors: March 15, 2020
Revisions due: May 15, 2020
Second round decisions: September 15, 2020
Revisions due: December 1, 2020
Final Editorial Decision: January 1, 2021
Journal publication: May 2021
For questions about the special issue, please contact Alexander Brem (alexander.brem@fau.de) and Ferran
Giones (fgiones@mci.sdu.dk).
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